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A. Major Religions in North Korea (DPRK) 
 

 Juche. The dominate religion in North Korea is Juche, meaning self-reliance. It is a 

socialist worldview that believes that the government is sacred and that diligence and 
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obedience to government leaders leads to bliss and tranquility on earth. Juche asserts that 

Korea is sacred ground and that the reunification of the Koreas is divine destiny. Juche is led by 

god-like leaders from the Kim dynasty. People are indoctrinated from birth into believing that 

the Kim family is sacred and perfect, and that obedience to the Kim dynasty equates salvation 

on this earth, and eternal reward. All other religious expressions in North Korea fall under the 

all-pervasive influence of the religious-political cult of Juche. Their sacred scriptures are 

anything written or spoken by Kim Il-Sung, Kim Jong-Il, or Kim Jong-Un, the Kim family dynasty. 

Juche is the religious heartbeat of the nation.       

  Buddhism. Buddhism once thrived in North Korea, but has been overwhelmed by Juche. 

But Buddhist beliefs remain ingrained in the masses. Such Buddhist teachings as The Four Noble 

Truths (related to suffering) are evident in the submissive way North Koreans tolerate 

inhumane abuse and neglect with attitudes of submission. Only a few Buddhist temples remain, 

as history or cultural centers, all with no dedicated priests. Their sacred scriptures are The Four 

Noble Truths. There are several government-sponsored Buddhist temples in North Korea. Books 

about Buddhism are not allowed in private homes.  

 Confucianism. The worldview of Confucianism is focused on the earthly and the 

tangible. It is a philosophy of charity, family loyalty, and selflessness. Their goal is individual 

enlightenment. Confucianism has been overwhelmed by Juche, to the point that the ruling Kim 

is the incarnation of Confucius, the benevolent and charitable father of the nation. This is a 

meditative or contemplative religion. They are pacifist and promote non-violence. Their sacred 

scriptures are the Analects. There are no designated places of worship. Confucianism is officially 

banned in North Korea, but elements of the religion are seen in everyday life.  

 Cheondogyo. A political and religious movement founded in 1860, Cheondogyo 

promoted Korean ethnic pride and rejected outside influences upon Korea.  The founder, Choe-

Je-U, received revelations from the spirit world. This is an earth-centered religion exposing 

corruption and seeking peace and oneness with oneself and nature. Most of their initial 

adherents were peasants. Their sacred scriptures are the works of Choe-Je-U.  Cheondogyo is 

officially banned in North Korea, and their sacred books are banned.  
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     Shamanism. In Korea, Shamanism is as old as the Korean people. It was the animist and 

pantheist beliefs of the first Korean emperors. In Shamanism, a priest contacts the gods of the 

spirit world through incantations, magic, and mystical experiences. These spirit gods may be 

deceased ancestors, or spiritual creatures taking forms in the natural world. Some of the spirits 

are solely ghost-like creatures that can be petitioned for good or for evil. While Shamanism is 

officially illegal in North Korea, simple shamanistic practices, shown in agriculture, music and 

art, are part of daily life.        

Shintoism. Japanese in origin, Shintoism has no founder and no scared scriptures. It is a 

religion that worships the spirits of ancestors and seeks intercession from the kami, or spirit 

guides. This is an ethnic Japanese religion that came into Korea during the Japanese occupation 

of Korea, 1910-1945. Koreans are loath to admit that Shintoism has any part in their culture, 

but elements of Shinto spirit worship, ethnic purity, sacred ground, and veneration of ancestors 

is evident in everyday life in Korea.                 

 Christianity. Christianity is illegal and despised in North Korea. But a few show churches 

exist with hired actors as parishioners and government-sponsored clergy. Biblical Christianity 

and Roman Catholicism are strictly forbidden, on penalty of prison or death. An underground 

evangelical Protestant church exits in North Korea, but its adherents are small in number and 

isolated from each other. Possession of a Bible or Christian literature can lead to torture, exile 

in a prison camp, or death.    

Spiritism. Spiritism is the belief that the world is surrounded by unseen spirit beings that 

can influence our daily lives. For some, these spirits are deceased loved ones. For others, the 

spirits are the forces of the natural world. For many, Spiritism is equated with angelic creatures, 

benevolent or malevolent. In Juche, the spirits are deceased Korean emperors from 

millenniums past that have incarnated in the Kim dynasty. For Korean Buddhists, the 

supernatural spirits are called divas, which can take human forms. In Confucianism, the spirit 

creatures are called kuei shen, typically understood as ghosts of wandering departed spirits of 

the dead that can interact with humans.  For those who practice Cheondogyo, the senior spirit 

is Hanullim, who can take the form of a human. In North Korea, Shamanism is a folk religion 
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practices by the masses in order to appease the spirits or contact the spirit world. In Shintoism, 

the kami spirits are worshiped in temples as divine guides, and can indwell people. 

 Spiritism, with its many roots in various religions in Korean history, is the foundation for 

the state religion of Juche. The Kim dynasty is seen as the embodiment of divine spirits. They 

are perceived as the incarnation of divine spirit beings. Seen as the reincarnation of the souls of 

the ancient Korean emperors, the Kim family are worshipped as gods. The masses are 

overwhelmingly superstitious and live in fear of offending the divine Kim leader. The people 

perform daily rituals, prayers, and acts of obedience to pacify the benevolent or malevolent 

spirit within the scared Kim leader.                 

B.  Holidays, Rituals and Customs, and Folk Holidays 

 Civic Holidays. The largest and most important civic holiday in North Korea is the 

birthday celebration of the nation’s founder, Kim Il-Sung, on April 15 annually. It is called the 

Day of the Sun. The sacred Pyongyang Square in Pyongyang is filled with millions of adoring 

citizens. There will be a military parade, festivities for all ages, and abundant food for the 

masses. Korean women in traditional gowns will dance historic and ethnic dances to Korean 

cultural music. Other local festivities are held throughout the country.    

 The second most important civic holiday in North Korea is February 16, the birthday of 

the second president of North Korea, Kim Jong-Il. Called the Day of the Shining Star, this holiday 

is commemorated with athletic contests, international pageants, dance recitals in which 

thousands of children participate, military parades, and other attractions held in Pyongyang 

Square and in smaller locations throughout the country.      

 Other holidays of significance are the Party Foundation Day on October 10; and the Day 

of the Foundation of the Republic, on September 9. The Party Foundation Day commemorated 

the birth of the Communist party in North Korea on October 10, 1945. Parades and celebrations 

are held at the massive Monument to Party Foundation in Pyongyang, where a gigantic 

sculpture of three fists holding tradesmen’s tools are pointed to heaven. Similarly, the Day of 

the Foundation of the Republic remembers the official founding of the North Korean nation on 

September 9, 1948.       
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 Rituals and Customs. All approved rituals and customs in North Korea venerate the Kim 

family and support official government positions. Every household has framed portraits of Kim 

Il-Sung and Kim Jong-Il, which are dusted and venerated daily. Unknown tens-of-thousands of 

shrines, murals, and statues to the Kim family adorn the nation, all of which are objects of 

sacred adoration. In government sponsored Christian churches and Buddhist temples there are 

staged religious services on special holidays with government selected clergy preaching 

messages that reinforce the official Juche ideology of veneration of the Kim family.   

 Unapproved and illegal religious activities are conducted secretly, with potentially 

deadly consequences from the government. They consist of Christian meetings, Buddhist prayer 

rituals, and shamanistic practices. In Confucian style, the male is considered the head of the 

home, and family devotion is paramount.     

 Folk Holidays. There are several official and unofficial folk holidays in North Korea, 

tolerated and sometimes encouraged by the government. Some of the most significant in order 

of the calendar are as follows.          

 The Lunar New Year is a very large folk celebration held annually on the first day of 

January. It involves visiting elderly relatives and friends in the morning and playing various 

traditional games. Various foods are shared and special foods are cooked to commemorate the 

day.             

 The major folk celebration in the spring is Tano. Observed in early May annually, this is a 

celebration after sowing and transplanting crops. This observation is typically observed with 

picnics to mark the start of summer, family reunions, wrestling competitions, and traditional 

songs and dancing in ethnic costumes. Although no longer officially observed, Tano is still 

celebrated, especially in the countryside, and wrestling competitions are often televised. 

 The Dragon Boat Festival was transplanted centuries ago from China. Widespread 

activities in the waters around Pyongyang and at other locations consist of eating special foods, 

drinking alcohol, and racing elaborate dragon boats. Taking place in early June, this celebration 

recognizes the spirit dragon gods of ancient Korea with the burning of incense, the writing of 

spells, and wearing perfumed medicine bags to ward off evil and promote good health. But for 

most people it is simply an excuse for picnicking, athletic contests, and family gatherings.  
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 The folk holiday of Chuseok is observed in mid-August annually. This is a three-day 

harvest festival recognizing the fall equinox at the full moon. Koreans are invited to travel to 

their ancestral hometowns to visit relatives and feast on traditional foods and wines. The 

graves of ancestors are also visited and made tidy and simple memorial commemorations are 

conducted.           

 Mother’s Day, officially recognized in 2012, is celebrated on November 16 in honor of all 

North Korean mothers. The main events are held in the capital city of Pyongyang. It is an official 

public holiday where displays of military equipment and the parading of troops are a significant 

part of Mother's Day festivities. Mother's Day in North Korea is marked with parades, concerts, 

theatrical performances, feasting, visits to cemeteries, and other local festive events and 

activities. North Koreans also pause to recognize the contribution of Kim Jong-Suk, the wife of 

Kim Il-Sung, the founder of the nation and the grandmother of the country's current leader, Kim 

Jong-un. Children give their mothers and grandmothers greeting cards and flowers to 

congratulate them on Mother's Day, and visiting relatives is common.    

 North Korea is a desperately poor nation. Some of their holidays, rituals, customs, and 

folk holidays are staged events sponsored by the government, at which only those preapproved 

may participate. Depending on the region of the nation, some celebrations will be large, 

expensive events, while celebrations in poor, rural areas may be quite humble or ignored. No 

matter what the financial status of the people, celebrations at which family members can 

gather and honor their elders are almost always celebrated.       

 In dealings with North Korea, the United States, South Korea, and United Nations forces 

must recognize and respect the role of holidays, rituals, and customs in everyday North Korean 

society. Formal civic holidays, sponsored by the government, are events of national political 

and social pride and importance. American and allied military planners will be wise to utilize 

senior chaplains to carefully consider the religious impact of military operations on formal 

North Korean holidays.          

 Showing respect for these holidays may empower the government in its belligerence 

against all outsiders and serve as an impetus to resist change. Showing disrespect for these 

holidays, and using military weapons against North Korean religious and political sacred sites, 
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may cause the general population to despair, hopelessness, and suicidal animosity towards 

America and all outsiders. American and other joint military operations specifically conducted 

against North Korean sacred and political sites on official holidays may cause the masses to 

abandon the failed Kim regime and surrender in huge numbers, creating a humanitarian 

disaster seldom equaled in world history.          

C.  Significant Religious Sites  

 There are many government controlled and maintained religious sites in North Korea for 

Christianity and Buddhism. The significant Christian sites are all in the capital city of Pyongyang. 

There is the Changchung Roman Catholic Cathedral, and two Protestant church buildings, the 

Bongsu Church and the Chilgol Church. Also, the Holy Trinity Russian Orthodox Church opened 

in Pyongyang in 2006. Tour busses regular stop and tour these church buildings, with the intent 

of showing that North Korea practices religious freedom.         

 There are several significant Buddhist sites. The Pohyon Temple is located in Hyangsan 

country, in the western mountains. Founded in 1024, this temple and the several buildings 

within the compound have been damaged and rebuilt over the centuries. At one time this was a 

major Buddhist pilgrimage site. The Singyesa Temple, located on the sacred Buddhist site of Mt. 

Kumgang along the southeast coast, was founded in the year 519. The temple and its several 

buildings formed a religious compound that existed until it was destroyed in 1951 during the 

Korean War. Much of the area was rebuilt, and relics over one thousand years old are on 

display.            

 The Ryonthongse Buddhist Temple, located outside Kaesong at the southwest corner of 

the nation, was originally composed of twenty-six buildings on over seventy thousand acres. 

Founded in 1027, this sacred Buddhist site was a school, mediation center, monastery, and 

pilgrimage site. The site experienced significant damage from a sixteenth century fire, and was 

severely damaged in the Korean War. The entire compound was restored in 2005. The 

Yonghwasa Temple is the only Buddhist Temple in the capital city of Pyongyang. The origins of 

the temple date to about 500-600 A.D. An extensive rebuilding project occurred around 1300-

1400. The community was rebuilt in 1935, but was ruined in the Korean War, and has again 
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been rebuilt. Today the temple area is a meditative, waterfront garden paradise in an otherwise 

urban area. The numerous buildings on the rocky, waterfront compound are connected by 

decorative walkways and prayer gardens.         

 Both the Christian church sites and the Buddhist temple sites are under complete 

government control. They serve mostly as tourist destinations for foreigners. Religious services 

in these buildings appear to be staged with actors playing the part of worshippers, with clergy 

preaching government-approved sermons in support of the Kim regime.    

 United States military operations that intentionally target these Christian or Buddhist 

sites would be a propaganda disaster for American and allied forces. These are oppressed and 

minority religions in North Korea, and the destruction of these religious buildings would greatly 

aid the Kim regime in its belligerence towards the outside world while maintaining its 

stranglehold upon the people. The Kim government would use the damage done to these 

religious buildings as evidence of the vile and despotic nature of America, South Korea, and 

their allies.            

 In a post-war scenario, South Korean chaplains and Korean-speaking civilian clergy 

should conduct religious services in these buildings to promote the free exercise of religion to 

bewildered and astonished North Korean citizens. Not only should these religious sites be 

protected by US and allied forces, they should be cleaned, maintained, updated, and restored 

by South Korean military troops and their chaplains and South Korean civilian clergy. American 

troops and military chaplains, while keeping out of site, can facilitate the ministries of South 

Korean chaplains by providing resources donated from America.         

 The most significant religious site in North Korea is the holy city of Pyongyang. The city is 

considered holy ground, but especially significant is Pyongyang Square. The most significant 

religious monuments in the capital city are the Kumsusan Memorial Palace; the Kim Il-Sung 

Square; and the Tower of Juche.  The Kumsusan Memorial Palace is sacred mausoleum which 

holds the supposed living remains of the deceased Kim Il-Sung and Kim Jong-Il. The Kim Il-Sung 

Square is a massive public plaza, centered on the huge, sacred statues of Kim Il-Sung and Kim 

Jong-Il. The Tower of Juche is a 56-story tall structure designed to show that the Juche 

adoration of the Kim dynasty is the light and the hope of the world.    
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 Other monuments in Pyongyang with religious significance are the Arch of Triumph, 

built to validate the myth of the supernatural Kim Il-Sung as a freedom fighter against the 

Japanese occupation forces; and the three-fisted monument to The Ideals of the Korean 

Worker’s Party. This is a huge monument signifying worker’s fists holding a hammer, a sickle, 

and a calligraphy brush, providing inspiration for the Juche ideal. Millions of North Koreans visit 

the sacred city of Pyongyang and bow before its monuments annually.        

 A few hundred miles northeast of Pyongyang in the sacred Mt. Paektu. This is the 

spiritual heartland of North Korea and a holy site for the people. Korean history and mythology 

states that this sacred mountain was the supernatural birthplace for the ancient Korean 

emperors, and was the spiritual heartbeat of the divine Korean emperors. The Kim family has 

invented a genealogy that places their family history with supernatural origins related to this 

holy mountain.               

  In a post-war scenario, showing respect for these significant religious sites may hinder 

the reunification of the Korean people and may inspire North Korean belligerence against 

unification. For North Koreans, religious symbolism is very powerful, and the sacred city of 

Pyongyang is considered a type of heaven on earth. The numerous religious and patriotic 

monuments in Pyongyang elevate the Kim family and cause the masses to adore and worship 

the Kim dynasty. For reunification of the two Koreas to be successful, the religious idols and 

monuments dedicated to the divine Kim family in Pyongyang must be removed or destroyed by 

South Korean military and civil authorities. This will expose the Kim family as messianic frauds. 

In removing the religious and sacred identity of North Koreans, South Koreans must be ready to 

replace that spiritual void with democratic principles of religious freedom, pluralism, and 

instruction on the diverse religious history of the Korean peninsula.        

D.  Primary Values 

 The values that guide the North Korean people come from the Juche philosophy of self-

reliance, ethnic purity, and the sacred soil of the Korean peninsula. Obedience to the 

government is mandatory. Exile, torture, or death await those who oppose the Juche 

worldview. The guiding principle of the nation is the exaltation of the Kim family as divine 

leaders. The Kim leaders are sacred rulers of Juche. They are the perfect humans, indwelt by 
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the spirits of the ancient Korean emperors. Obedience and adoration of the Kim government is 

the most sacred value.          

 Respect for the family is common and encouraged in North Korea. The most respectable 

family is the Kim Il-Sung family and his descendants that have ruled North Korea for over seven 

decades. Respect and appreciation for elders is a high value. Children, parents, and 

grandparents often live together. The Confucian idea of the benevolent father who is revered 

by his family is the norm. A wife and mother is considered of great value. Sons are typically 

considered more valuable than daughters. Families from many generations remain connected 

through spiritist or animist practices in cemeteries. A family burial site is of great value to North 

Koreans, who continually seek the assistance of deceased ancestors.         

 Because of corruption, famine, and incompetence, North Korea remains a backward, 

undeveloped nation. A value for the masses is simply survival. With the threat of starvation a 

reality, North Koreans greatly value their existence and will often snitch on their neighbors in 

order to survive. In their dog-eat-dog world of poverty, there remains outward adoration of the 

Kim dynasty. But corruption, brutality, and starvation has created doubts in the people and has 

caused many to begin to value South Korean and Chinese culture with their physical prosperity.  

 The worldview of Juche has sought to overwhelm all thoughts and ideas, creating a 

unified, sacred nation under a divine leader. The values of other religious practices, such as 

meditation for Buddhists, scripture for Protestants, communal spirits for shamans and animists, 

and ceremony for Roman Catholics, have been overwhelmed and overtaken by Juche.   

E. Religious Leadership 

There is no religious leadership in North Korea. There is no ordained or official clergy for 

the Juche state religion. By default, the government is the religion which elevates the Kim 

dynasty as divine. By application, the country is a theocracy, ruled by the sacred Kim family, 

with the current reigning Kim as a type of high-priest for the nation.     

 North Korea does officially recognize and sponsor a Buddhist association and a Christian 

association. The North Korea’s Buddhist Association (or Federation) practices under the 

authority of the government and the monks are paid a government salary. There are sevral 

dozen Buddhist temples of various size in North Korea, and they are viewed as cultural relics or 
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historical monuments to the Korean ancestors. In a couple of the most famous Buddhist 

temples, a few monks serve as tourist guides for the busloads of visitors that occasionally visit 

North Korean Buddhist temples. Other Buddhist monks are allowed, with government permits, 

to occasionally attend Buddhist temple activities on sacred holidays.    

 The largest Christian association is called the Korean Christian Federation. This is a state-

controlled Protestant group that was founded in 1946. This institution comprises about twelve 

thousand North Korean Christians, and acts as a mediating organization by playing a figurative 

role between the government and the Christians. In reality, these government paid and 

approved Christian clergy are puppets of the state, and reinforce the adoration of the Kim 

family. In defiance of the state Juche religion, there is a small, underground and persecuted 

evangelical Protestant church movement in North Korea, but it has no influence upon the Juche 

state religion.            

 There is no evidence to support any connection of religious leaders and the armed 

forces of North Korea. Further, the North Korean military does not have a chaplaincy. In a post-

war scenario, United States military chaplains will have to work behind-the-scenes with South 

Korean military chaplains and Korean-speaking civilian clergy to reach the North Korean masses 

with spiritual and humanitarian assistance.         

 In post-war North Korea, Korean-speaking religious leadership will need to be imported 

from South Korea and other areas. A wave of Korean missionaries and benevolent agencies 

from throughout North America, Europe and other places will descend upon war-ravaged North 

Korea. Under South Korean chaplain leadership, US military chaplains will be well served by 

facilitating the transportation, logistics, and supply needs of approved Korean-speaking clergy 

as they minister in the Korean language to the impoverished and disenchanted North Korean 

populous. United States military chaplains can also be active in providing religious support to 

military engineer units and civil affairs troops as they assist in the construction or renovation of 

religious buildings throughout North Korea.        

 The titles of religious leaders that can assist in promoting religious pluralism in a post-

war, reunited Korean peninsula are Pastor, Priest, Monk, and Shaman. A Pastor is a typically 

Protestant title for clergy. They often dress in civilian clothes, and some wear a distinctive shirt 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protestant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1946
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collar. When in an official ministerial capacity, some wear a robe and others wear semi-formal 

civilian clothing. In North Korea, a Priest is mostly associated with the Roman Catholic Church, 

although the Russian Orthodox Church in Pyongyang has a Russian Orthodox priest. Buddhist 

religious leaders are monks. They dress in colorful robes and typically have shaved heads and 

faces, and are affiliated with a specific Buddhist school of thought and monastery. The 

followers of Confucius have no clergy, no distinct dress, and no temples in North Korea. 

Shamanism is practiced covertly in rural North Korea. They have no temples. A shaman typically 

dresses like any other person, but carries magical charms, totems, and religious trinkets 

through which Shamanism is practiced. The concept of female clergy is foreign to North 

Koreans, except shamans.         

F.  Tolerance and Religious Intensity      
     

 There is no tolerance for any religious expressions or beliefs in North Korea that do not 

support the state religion of Juche and veneration of the Kim family. Buddhism is acceptable 

since it conforms to the state religion. Confucian thought is allowed, as it venerated the Kim 

family as enlightened. Shamanism is laughed at and typically overlooked as primitive and 

superstitious, the harmless practices of rural folks. Outside the few established state churches 

in North Korea, Christianity is condemned and illegal.        

  The intensity of the Juche religion upon the masses is overwhelming. Images, icons, and 

paintings of the Kim family dominate the culture and adorn every home and place of business. 

The government controls all media and restricts outside access to the rest of the world. The 

people are fed a daily indoctrination that elevates the divine Kim family, encourages hard work 

and obedience to the government, and condemns all outsiders, especially South Korea and the 

United States. Only those with devoted loyalty are allowed to be promoted in society or I the 

military. All leaders in North Korea are fanatically devoted to the founder of the nation, Kim Il-

Sung, and his son, Kim Jong-Il. Such obsessive devotion is now being transferred to the current 

Dear Leader, Kim Jong-Un.            

 In a military scenario, the intensity and fanaticism of North Korean soldiers may be 

extreme. For the North Korean military, any war is a holy war in sacred service to their divine 
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leader, Premier Kim Jong-Un. Religious war intensifies emotions and focuses the intellect on 

sacred obligations and obedience. In a sacred war, the physical becomes unimportant, 

overwhelmed by the sacred and spiritual. It can be expected that North Korean military leaders 

will mercilessly drive their troops into combat, regardless of the chance of victory. Casualties 

for the sacred cause are simply religious offerings to the divine leader. In both wartime and 

post-wartime scenarios, North Korean military and civilians can be expected to fight to the 

death, to resist the demonic American and allied forces in a religious struggle of good versus 

evil. In defense of their gods, Kim Jong-Un and his divine ancestors, North Koreans will 

fanatically resist defeat, happily accepting death or suicide over disloyalty and defeat of their 

divine leaders. 

   G.   Doctrines and Myths          

 As far back as history and legends record, ancient Koreans were an animist people that 

utilized shamans and magic. The ancient Korean emperors were all spiritists. Buddhism was first 

introduced to the Korean peninsula in the year 372. For the next few hundred years, Buddhism 

grew while Shamanism/Animism decreased or merged with Buddhist practices. By the 900s, 

Buddhism and Confucianism were rival and expanding religious movements. For the next 

almost one thousand years, Korea was a land often in conflict or war between sects of 

Buddhists and Confucians. The first Roman Catholic missionaries arrived in Korea in 1794; the 

first Protestant missionaries arrived in the 1880s.As interesting as these historical insights may 

be, they are unknown to the typical North Korea.        

 For the North Korean masses, what they know and adore centers around the founder of 

their nation, Kim Il-Sung, who died in 1994. An incredible mythology has been written to 

elevate Kim Il-Sung to the status of divinity. Such mythology legitimizes the succession of power 

from Kim Il-Sung, to his son, Kim Jong-Il, to his son, Kim Jong-Un. Incorporating the concept of 

the ancient imperial succession of Korean emperors, the family dynasty remains secure. The 

Kim Il-Sung mythology states that he was supernaturally born at the holy Mt. Paektu, as were 

the historic Korean emperors. Supposedly, the elder Kim could influence the weather, cause 

flowers to bloom, and bring rain. Schoolchildren are taught that the Kim family had miraculous 
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powers of mental telepathy and were the incarnation of wisdom. Such attributes of divinity 

were passed from Kim Il-Sung to his son, Kim Jong-Il. Both are worshipped as divine leaders of 

the nation. Such mythologies are now being applied to the current Supreme Leader, Kim Jong-

Un.            

   H. Interface with the United States Military  

In a post-war or post-collapse scenario, United States troops must not be visible in 

rebuilding North Korea. North Koreans are taught from childhood that Americans are devils, 

cannibals, and intent on their destruction. This indoctrination is reinforced by the North Korean 

military upon their troops. There is a fanatical hatred of Americans in North Korea. Even the 

sight of an American Soldier or civilian aid worker could cause fear, panic, or violence. American 

troops and helping agencies must maintain a support role, behind-the-scenes, with South 

Korean military and civilians in the lead in reuniting the Korean peoples.    

 United States troops will want to assist bewildered and impoverished North Koreans. 

They will want to offer aid and comfort to the destitute civilian population. This benevolent 

impulse must be restrained and focused in supporting roles to enhance the capabilities of South 

Korean military and Korean-speaking benevolence agencies. What US troops and their 

chaplains can do is organize food drives from charitable groups in America and other places. 

Chaplains can utilize their resources to facilitate transportation missions to deliver food, 

clothing, medical supplies, hygiene items, and other items to Korean-speaking benevolent 

agencies approved by the South Korean government. Only these agencies would initially 

interact with the North Korean populous.           

 United States and United Nations troops serving in behind-the-scenes nation building, 

civil affairs, medical, and other missions could be filled with bitterness and hatred towards the 

North Korean government and military. As evidence is gathered of humanitarian tragedies, 

starvation, torture, slave labor camps, and despotic leadership over the masses, some troops 

may want revenge. Some US and UN soldiers may be driven by hate to avenge the abuses 

imposed upon North Korean citizens. United States and allied military chaplains will need to be 

proactive in counseling troops overcome by rage and hate, and will be the first resource for 
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soldiers eager to kill, injure, or cause destruction in the name of their own self-righteous 

revenge. Such self-induced rage could result in potential war crimes and other serious 

consequences, and cause great harm to the overall intent of reuniting and reconciling the 

Korean people. 

A Religious Impact Analysis (RIA) for Rebuilding North Korea2 

The impact of religion upon United Stated and allied military operations on the Korean 

peninsula will be significant. For North Koreans, any foreign troops on the Korean peninsula 

provokes a holy war response.        

 For government and military leaders, adoration of the Kim dynasty is unquestioned. 

Senior North Korean officials understand that they are completely dependent upon the divine 

totalitarian leadership of Kim Jong-Un. As a self-deluded messianic figure, Kim sees himself as a 

sacred being. With a holy genealogy inherited from his father and his grandfather, Kim Jong-Un 

sees himself on a divine mission to reunite the Korean peoples and to drive out all foreign 

influences. This will allow himself to be crowned as a modern divine emperor in line from the 

sacred emperors of Korean history and mythology. He will fight to the death, including the use 

of nuclear weapons, to maintain his messianic delusion.       

 In typical cult fashion, Kim sees himself as a specially chosen sacred figure, sent from the 

gods and spirits of his ancestors to bless, preserve, and advance the Korean people. The Korean 

peninsula is sacred ground, to be defended by every man, woman, and child to the death. 

Those opposed to his divine mission are spiritually unclean, morally repugnant, and unworthy 

of basic human decency. His opponents are animals, beats, or demonic creatures, sub-human 

and contemptible. Outsiders have no rights or dignity.      

 The vast majority of North Korean people, military and civilian, will follow the decrees of 

Kim Jong-Un to commit homicide, horrific acts of violence, and mass suicide, all for the sacred 

cause of holy obedience to the Kim dynasty.        

 The younger generation of North Koreans have had limited exposure to the outside 
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world, and many understand that the Kim dynasty is a sham. Indoctrinated from childhood to 

adoration of the Kim family, it is unclear how younger North Koreans will respond to the fall of 

North Korea and the demise of the supposed sacred Kim family.      

 After the fall of North Korea, and the exposure of the Kim family as a fraud, North 

Koreans will be a people without a will to live and without a purpose in life. Widespread 

suicides in the military and in the civilian population could be common. Small renegade groups 

with religious zeal could form suicide attacks on South Korean, US, and UN food shipments and 

hinder rebuilding and reunification efforts. These gangs will be sworn to the death to defend 

the sacred honor of the Kim family, and would happily chose to die to defend the holy land of 

Korea from demonic foreigners.          

 The very sight of non-Koreans could cause a religious fervor and sacred violence. All 

non-South Korean soldiers and aid workers should remain in rear operations to avoid a fanatical 

religious response from an alleged demonic attack.       

 North Korea is a nation that cannot feed itself. Starvation causes rational people to do 

irrational things. Religious and non-religious groups from South Korea, the US, and the UN, will 

want to send food and supplies to alleviate the horrific living conditions of the civilian 

population after a war or after the collapse of North Korea. South Korean military chaplains, 

and Korean-speaking individuals approved by the South Korean government, will have the lead 

on collecting and distributing charitable items to bewildered North Koreans. Supplies and 

contributions donated from religious groups should be publically marked as such. Through 

charitable contributions from religious groups, many North Koreans will be able to consider for 

the first time issues related to religion and spirituality outside the delusional cult of the Kim 

dynasty.        


